
Aurora loves to                            
                                     adventures 

with friends. 
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     Carefr� and                          , 
Konker loves to go on adventures 

as long as it’s with his
                        friends. 

jKonker
the Hedgehog
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Lightening
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Honest and                       Lightening 
will always be by your side with 

his               heart and smile.
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the Sloth
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BESTBESTAs your                       friend, 
Milkshake is trustworthy 

and dependable -                            there  
when you need her.

Alwaysalways

Milkshake 
the Cow
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A                           at solving 

games and puzzles, 

sometimes                             at once.
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                                  and always up 
to mischief but                            
leaves his friend behind.

CheekyCheeky
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Re  ithe Raccoon
2No

strongstrong

excitingexciting

Adventurous and                            
Rufus is always finding new and 

                                  places to explore 
and games to play. 

9No woof !
woof !

rufus

Rufus
the Dog

TICK

newnew

fetch !
come play

fetch!

TICK
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alwaysalways

Quick and                           , 
Tiny is a friend who will 

                           make time for you.

35No Tinythe Mouse
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Squeak
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Squeak

wiseWise

bestbest

                     and responsible and 
will always be the friend 

who’ll give you the                       advice.
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T�tsthe Elephant
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Although she’s a                    chatterbox,
 Twi�y will                         tell 

     your secrets.
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7No Twi�y the Giraffe
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SsshhhSssHhh
it ’s a secret!

giggle shy shy 

Blo�om 
the Rabbit 

     when you first meet her but 
as your  friendship          , 

you’ll spend hours gi�ling together. 
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magicalmagical

Smart and                               , Legend will be your best of friends to bring  on                                      adventures.

j

magic Legend
the Unicorn

TICK
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sparkleshine&
Sparkle

fearlessfearless

braverybravery

Quiet but                                       Nala 

will surprise you with her 

                                   when you 

least expect it.

TICK

8No
newnew Nalathe Narwhal

adventure!come on an

adven
ture!

Vis i t  us onl ine to d iscover more about your Blue Nose Fr iend  
& shop our fu l l  range at  www.metoyou.com

@MyBlueNoseFr iends          @MyBlueNoseFr iends_Off ic ia l

Every My Blue Nose Friend has a cute blue nose and wants to be your friend… 

Series 2 Checklist
collect them all and go on exciting Blue Nose adventures!


